Bitcoin is a kind of Cryptocurrency and now is one of type of investment in the stock market. Stock markets are influenced by many risks of factor. And bitcoin is one kind of cryptocurrency that keep rising in recent few years, and sometimes fall without knowing influence behind it, on stock market. Because it's fluctuations, there's a need Automated tool to prediction of bitcoin on stock market. However, because of its volatility, there's a need for a prediction tool for investors to help them consider investment decisions for bitcoin or another cryptocurrency trade. The predict methods will be used on this research is regime prediction to develop model to predict trend at the opening of market using SVM.
INTRODUCTION
The one of unique characteristics of bitcoin is keep rising in the last few years. Bitcoin exchange rate (USD) is $3990 USD on November 2018 and daily fluctuations could reach 4.55%2 [1] . It's interesting to predict value to determine profitable investment for investor. To solve the problem above , there's a need a tool for predictoon to help investors decide for bitcoin or other cryptocurrency market investment. Market technical analysis can determine the trend of the market in by using historical market price [2] . They give the candle graph and market indicator to help the analysis. Even market technical analysis is useful, Therefore, another automation method is needed [3] , because There has been much research about SVM prediction, Machine learning provides capability produce results of predictions more accurately without expert. In this research we use machine learning and use data history from yahoo-finance, and train with Support Vector Machine, SVM is one of the popular machine learning to used predict future and current trends in stock market [4] [5] and we combine with regime algorithm [6] [7] to predict Bitcoin-USD current day's trend on yahoo-finance stock market. Ferdiansyah, Edi Surya Negara, at all | 71
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Figure 1. Methods
Research Methods
. Dataset
Dataset is from yahoo finance, we take period 4 years, because at 2014 the data is having too many Nan values, so is not good to train the data with many missing values or called NAN, and will impact to the results. we take the data with symbol "BTC-USD" and saved it as df (dataframe), we choose duration from the year 2015 until 2019. We created variable indicators to used as features for training the algorithm. Before that we decided to select look back period of 10 days, we select 10 to check for the past 2 weeks of trading data and to prevent the noise. n = 10 t = 0.8 split = int (t*len(df))
We move the High, Low and Columns by one, to access the past data, we created RSI, SMA, ADX, Correlation, SAR and back to the return the past one day. And this is the result: We continue on used a Standard Scaler and make an unsupervised learning to create trend prediction [8] . We printed the average and covariance value feature and this is the results: 
We divide the test data from the unsupervised trend algorithm into train data and tests.
Then we fit the X and y data sets to the algorithm to train it on split2= int(. We calculated the size of test sets and predictions indexed accordingly to the data frame.
p_data=len(X)-split2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We store the predictions made by the algorithm in the column. According on these signals we calculated the returns at the beginning of the day with the return at the opening. Finally, we calculated cumulative market returns & cumulative strategy returns stored all results n df. After that , we look for the results of the sharpe ratio to make sure and pull out the performance. Fig.3 , we look and the result based on Strategy Return is -0,05 and market return is in -0,03, and prediction for 01-03-2019 is still minus -0,04 so is not for investment on bitcoin for this day because the value is fall from 24-02-2019 it means negative on stock market. [10] 4. CONCLUSION SVM and regime prediction can be use to predict current day's trend of Bitcoin on the market, but we need more knowledge to read the data, by expert on reader signal market and strategy return on the trading market. Future research we suggest to use deep learning such as ANN and other technical analytic ex. Market Technical Analysis that we mention on introduction to improve and provide the best results.
